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Abstract: In the beginning of 21st century the pellet production is becoming attractive to 
small  rms, too, following the example of the big and medium enterprises. The aim of this 
article is to suggest some variants of investment activity of a pellet starter in the frame of 
limited  nancial sources.
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1. Introduction

In the beginning of 21st century the 
global consumption of energy has reached 
extremely high values. According to the 
of cial data of the Energy Information 
Administration (2008) of the USA 
Government, it has jumped from 283,2 
Quadrillion Btu (equal to 83 014 TW) in 
1980 up to 472,3 Quadrillion Btu (equal to 
138 424 TW) in 2006. 

The forecasts of the Bulgarian Agency 
of Energy Ef ciency (2005) outline con-
stantly growing values of the Final Energy 
Consumption (FEC) in Bulgaria. It requires 
special activities in order to increase the 
national energy production, including the 
opportunities to use bio-mass for energy 
purposes and to produce pellets and eco-
briquettes out of it.

Pellets are produced out of waste bio-
mass, mainly at the sectors of agricul-
ture, woodcutting, wood processing and 
cellulose-paper production (Kaneff, 2008). 
They have relatively high energy ef ciency 
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and are easily and cleanly loaded into a 
stove. The pellet bags are compact and 
easily stored. The pellet disadvantage is 
the relatively higher technology for their 
production and consumption, which makes 
them more expensive in comparison with 
eco-briquettes and woods. According to 
the Black Sea Regional Energy Center 
(2007), the annual average expenses for 
heating a Bulgarian home with pellets in 
2007 are 850 Euro at annual consumption 
of 100 GJ.

The increasing usage of wood in the wood-
processing industry and wood-heating 
sector is the cause that increases the price 
of this renewable energy source. On the 
other hand, the increased number of pellet 
consumers is a precondition of reduction 
of the cost price of 1 ton pellets, but also 
the sales prices of ovens and stoves that 
burn pellets. These factors pre-determine 
the opportunities for economic growth 
of the Bulgarian pellet-producers. The 
micro  rms have limited resources, and, 
therefore, they have speci c barriers for 
growth. Some of the obstacles are analysed 
in this work.

II. Basic tangible assets to start pel-
let production 

In 2008 Ruse University �Angel K nchev� 
developed a project in environmental 
protection through the bio-mass use of 
ef cient energy (Rousse University, 2008). 
It gives a description of a technological 
production line for pellets and eco-
briquettes with output capacity of 1 ton/h. 
The main elements are: rough breaker for 
breaking wood biomass into pieces (wood 
chips); thin breaker for extra breaking of 
wood chips and straw to very small pieces, 
suitable for pelletizing or briquettizing; 
dryer for reduction of moisture to the 
proper level; pelletizing (briquettizing) 
press; packaging machine for pellets and 
eco-briquettes. Also, the technological 
production line has some extra elements: 
transport links, a variety of hoppers, cooling 
equipment, an air conditioning system, etc. 
It is necessary to have working premises 
with different purposes according to the 
production process: a store for the biomass 
as a production resource, a space where 
to install the technological production line; 
a storeroom for the packed pellets for 
distribution.
According to Pavlov (2009) the manager 
of the pellet production  rm may develop 
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vertical integration with  rms where the 
biomass is a waste product and thus 
guarantee the constant delivery of this 
source with key importance for pellet 
production. The managers may prefer to 
gather the biomass with their workers 
directly from the agricultural  elds or forest 
zones. In this case they need agricultural 
machines such as: tractor, trailer, mobile 
rough breaker (in the forest) or machine 
for straw bales (in the agricultural  elds). 
If the bales are too heavy and do not 
allow work force, then it is necessary to 
have a motorcar or another autonomic 
mobile transporter vehicle to transport the 
biomass among the zones in the working 
premises.

. Financial obstacles in starting 
pellet production in the case of NIK-
05 Ltd.

The  rm NIK-05 Ltd was established by 
Mr. Nikola Zmeev in the village of Udelnik, 
Municipality of Slivo Pole, Ruse Region. The 
main activity of NIK-05 Ltd is the breaking 
up (cutting) and selling of wooden trunks 
and timber into forms, that are suitable to 
be used as wood for heating. According to 
the Bulgarian Law for Small and Medium 
Enterprises (art. 3). NIK-05 Ltd is a micro 
 rm. Its clients are households and  rms.

In 2007 Mr. Nikola Zmeev took his  rst steps 
to develop a new activity of his  rm � the 
intelligent energy production in the form of 
solid fuel (pellets and eco-briquettes). He 
has estimated that this initiative needs the 
implementation of an innovation, which 
is beyond his personal capacities. He, 
therefore, contacted the Ruse University 
scientists for support and expertise, 
especially those from the departments 
of �Business and Management� and 
�Agricultural Machinery�, as well as the 
Entrepreneurship Centre of the university. 
In the period of 2007-2009 some common 
activities have been developed, based on 
the �Business-University� collaboration in 
support of preparation of pellet production 
(Pavlov, Wissema, Penchev, Dimitrov, 
2008). 

In 2009 some of the common activities 
have been related to search for pelletizing 
machines. Mr. Nikola Zmeev has put the 
 nal focus on two of them: MGL-200, 
produced in the Czech Republic and BM-
130, produced by Andromeda Ltd, Ruse. 
The price of the MGL-200 pelletizer is 
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twice as low in comparison to BM-130, 
while there is no big difference in output 
capacities � 100 kg/h wood pellets and 
150 kg/h pellets produced by straw or 
agricultural crops.

According to the pre-investment analyses 
the total initial costs (Variant 1 of 
the equipment) are 63 000 Euro, VAT 
included: 

- 30 500 Euro for a technological 
production line which consists on a 
thin breaker, a dryer and a pelletizing 
press machine;

- 15 000 Euro for construction of (or 
buying) working premises with proper 
rooms and workshops in the village of 
Udelnik, municipality of Slivo Pole; 

- 15 500 Euro for machines that stand for 
gathering and breaking the biomass in 
the forest: rough breaker, tractor and 
one axis trailer; 

- 2 000 Euro for administrative and 
management activities, fees and 
taxes. 

The  rm�s need of labor is: 1 worker at the 
pellets production line and 1-2 workers in 
gathering and breaking the bio-mass in 
the forest.

The sum of 63 000 Euros exceeds the 
current annual turnover of NIK-05 Ltd 
and banks refuse to provide the  rm with 
credit. There are two opportunities for Mr. 
Nikola Zmeev to attract extra  nancial 
sources:

- partners (but some of them refused 
to participate in this initiative due to 
circumstances of  nancial crises);

- public funds for small  rms support. A 
proper one is the Bulgarian Rural Areas 
Development Program 2007-2013, 
measure 312 �Support in the creation 
and development of small  rms�.

NIK-05 Ltd is eligible to the requirements 
of measure 312 and is suitable to apply. 
According to the  nancial requirements, 
the  rm has to do all payments in advance 
and then to receive the  nancial grant up to 
70% of the eligible costs. Mr. Zmeev could 
do it only if he had access to a bank loan 
to cover the initial costs. He has a positive 
reputation at one of the banks and they 
agree to credit the  rm, but the bank puts 
a co- nancing system as a requirement. 
This new issue forces Mr. Zmeev into 
reconsidering the material assets which 
he planned to attract for pellet production. 
He develops an alternative (Variant 2) 
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 nancial plan where the initial costs are 
reduced to the amount of 20 000 Euro 
(VAT included): 

- 18 000 Euro for a rough breaker, a 
thin breaker and a pelletizing press 
machine � all of them new; 

- 2 000 Euro for administrative and man-
agement activities, fees and taxes; 

He also plans: to use a second-hand 
tractor and trailer, both of them given for 
free by partners (mainly relatives); to rent 
the working premises; to dry the biomass 
naturally by sunshine (instead of in a dryer 
machine) on the  eld during the summer 
harvest.

Measure 312 of Bulgarian Rural Areas 
Development Program 2007-2013 requires 
that the bene ciaries use the mobile 
assets within the territory of the rural 
municipality. Therefore NIK-05 is eligible 
to use the rough breaker in forests only on 
the territory of Slivo Pole municipality. This 
obstacle pre-determinates the maximum 
transport expenses (up to 15 kilometers). 
There is no restriction in measure 312 
about the territorial origin of the biomass 
(straw and woods).

V. Annual expenses forecast in pel-
lets production for �Variant 2�

The variable costs are 75 Euro per 1 ton 
pellets and they include:

- labor and transport expenses and 
vehicles for gathering, breaking and 
transporting the wood biomass from 
forests to working premises at the 
village of Udelnik OR buying and 
delivering of 1 ton straw bales; 

-  electricity and labor in the workshop 
for pelletizing.

The annual  xed costs are expected to be 
5 660 Euro and they include:

-  rent of working premises;
-  machine service and maintenance;
-  administrative and management 

costs;
-  expenses, related to the bank 

interests and other annual bank fees 
(not including the credit capital itself).

At a sale price of 125 Euro/ton (the price is 
EXW, VAT not included), Mr. Nikola Zmeev 
should develop a sales plan of the pellets. 
The income is expected to cover the annual 
variable costs, the annual  xed costs, but 
also the return of the credit capital for a 
period of 5 years (the period of return of 
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the bank loan is pre-determined by the 
bank - 60 months). By formula (1) it is 
possible to calculate the break even point 
for the annual sales:

Where:
X is Break-even point,
TFC is Total Fixed Costs,
P is Unit Sale Price,
V is Unit Variable Cost.

The Total Annual Fixed Costs are calcu-
lated by formula (2):

Where:
IC  is Initial costs,
PBP  is Pay Back Period of the investments 

(in our case it is equal to the period 
of return of the loan),

FC is Fixed Costs.

A combination between formula (2) and 
formula (1) gives formula (3), which 
allows calculating the break even point (X) 
for one year within the period of return of 
the bank loan (60 months):

 

We replace formula (3) with data about 
NIK-05 and calculate X = 193,2 tons = 
(20000/5 + 5660)/(125 - 75). 

If the annual sales of pellets are over 198,4 
tons then NIK-05 Ltd will be capable of cov-
ering all expenses and returning the bank 
loan within a period of 60 months. If NIK-
05 Ltd successfully implements measure 
312 at the amount of 10 500 Euro, then 
minimal annual sales of pellets will be 
312 = 139,76 t = (9500/5 + 5088)/(125-

75).

The output capacities of the technological 
production line are determined by the 
pelletizor press (MGL-200) � 0,1 ton/h 
when using wood and 0,15 ton/h in case 
of straw. If it works 24 hours 356 days 
per year (8760 hours), then the annual 
maximum output is 876 tons wood pellets 
or 1314 tons straw pellets. In fact NIK-05 
Ltd plans the production line to work 52 
weeks 80 hours per week. Then the annual 
plan could be 416 tons wood pellets or 624 
tons straw pellets. 
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In both cases (wood 416 tons and straw 
624 tons) the technological line has the 
capacity to produce pellets far beyond 
the break even point (X=193,2 tons). A 
priority for NIK-05 should be searching 
for large clients for pellets and signing 
contracts mainly with large consumers of 
pellets, but also developing direct sales to 
households.

Regarding further  nancial analyses 
when the sales are above the Break Even 
Point (X), Papazov and Mihaylova (2009) 
recommend the small  rms to use the cost 
coef cient.

The  nancial limits of NIK-05 restrict its 
manager in creating and developing a 
separate department in marketing and 
sales. Some of the challenges to small 
and medium enterprises in a period of 
 nancial crisis in Bulgaria (Ivanova, 2009) 
are valid for the small  rms, like NIK-05, 
too: to counteract the decreasing demand 
of stocks, whose consumption could 
be delayed (for example pellet stoves 
and ovens); to join clusters and other 
intercorporative partnerships; orientation 
to the international markets.

V. Conclusions

The dif culties of the starting pellet 
producer are mainly  nancial. Their 
fundamental cause is lack of enough 
 nancial sources, which to allow the  rm 
to buy the necessary equipment. The 
initially planned investments (Variant 1) 
exceed several times the annual turnover 
of NIK-05. The current global crisis has a 
negative in uence on the credit regime 
and policy of the country. There are some 
suggestions to this  rm which could help 
it to mitigate the consequences of the 
 nancial restrictions:

- to attract partners (mainly relatives) 
who will provide the  rm with second-
hand vehicles; 

- to attract public funds as bene ciaries 
under measure 312 of the Rural Areas 
Development Program 2007-2013.

The limited  nancial sources restrict 
the micro  rm NIK-05 to develop its 
own department in marketing and sales 
planning. Therefore the manager of this 
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 rm has bene ted from the variety of 
studies at Ruse University, related to 
marketing and other issues (mainly by the 
Entrepreneurship Centre at the university) 
and thus has enforced the collaboration 
�business-university�.
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